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TOP BDs IN SECURITIES ARBITRATION, 2010: Without trying to account for
firm size, we surveyed the Awards for 2010, using SAC’s Award Database and sticking
solely to the Customer-Member category (claims by customers exceeding $25,000), to
find the frequency with which broker-dealers have appeared in FINRA arbitration
hearings. Naturally, there is a correlation to size, with the largest firms showing the most
Awards. We expect that there is some variance in the proportion of cases each of the
large firms settles, but we cannot weigh that information. We are able to analyze the 708
Customer-Member Awards that have been issued by various forums, primarily FINRA,
during the past year and to weigh the frequency of various BD appearances. So, strictly
from the standpoint of Customer-Member arbitrations fought to decision, we found the
following: the huge joint venture between Citigroup and Morgan Stanley, combining
their brokerage units under the name Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, accounts for the
highest number of Awards (63 on the CGMI side and 26 on the MS side) at 89, followed
by Wachovia (including its AG Edwards unit (9) and Wells Fargo Investments (9))
displays 67 Awards. After that, four firms form a narrow group: UBS (AG & Finl. Svcs.)
displays 48 Awards, Charles Schwab displays 47, and Merrill Lynch and Morgan Keegan
each display 46 Awards. Morgan Keegan and Charles Schwab had parallel mutual fund
blow-ups, so those episodes have added substantially to their arbitration docket. To
confirm that observation, we examined the Award results for 2008. There were fewer
cases closed overall that year (only two-thirds as many), but, even with that, Schwab had
only five Awards in this category and Morgan Keegan had just 13. Some firms, with a
large number of brokers, might be expected to have had a greater presence among the
decided cases. LPL Financial, a large independent brokerage firm, had its IPO offering
this year -- and it only appeared as Respondent in three Customer-Member Awards.
Moreover, it won two of those cases and lost only $20,000 in the third. Other firms have
not been as fortunate; like LPL, they have appeared in just a few Awards, but they have
lost heavily. Credit Suisse, which has primarily an institutional clientele, has found itself
in arbitration more in recent years, as bigger customers have discovered the virtues of
securities arbitration. In 2009, it suffered a huge loss in the STMicroelectronics case
(FINRA #08-00512) and, in 2010, the firm fought three customer cases to conclusion:
customers had a 66% “win” rate, i.e., two of the three Claimants won (FINRA ##08-
04007 & 09-00950) -- and the winnings were huge: $18.6 million. Similarly, Goldman
Sachs, under siege, fought only two customer-initiated cases to conclusion in 2010 and
the one it lost (FINRA #08-01763) could cost it $20.6 million (and counting, as the



Award is accruing interest while on appeal). All in all, the largest participating brokerage
firms certainly had varying success rates and the money lost may have varied greatly, but
together, they dominated the securities arbitration scene. Just 19 firms showed more than
five Customer-Member Awards in the survey period, yet those 19 firms together
accounted for 479 of the 708 Awards surveyed – about 68% of all such Awards issued.


